
Submitted by Val Charlton of Kishugu / FireWise: To be tabled at the June 2015 UCPP meeting. 

Herewith a rundown on the current Kishugu/ WoF/ FireWise resource allocation and action plan for the coming fire season.  

Kishugu Non Profit Company - FireWise Community Works Programme 

We currently employ 305 people within Wards of the Matatiele Municipality on a 3 day week /10month of the year contract. These are deployed 

into teams working within a 5 KM radius of where they live, for ground teams, and a 15 KM radius for mounted teams.   While the mounted teams 

are predominantly invasive plant clearing teams, all FireWise people are trained to deliver FireWise education to the communities in which they 

live. They are not Firefighters, but do receive basic firefighting training so as to act as first responders. [ Cooking fires,  rubbish fires etc]  They are 

not allowed to burn firebreaks or undertake fuel reduction burning as they are not equipped or trained for this, but do assist with  burning 

operations  under supervision as well as preparatory tracer slashing.  Their primary task is to reduce the risk of unwanted fires.    We also support 

early childhood development in 10 community creches.  

FireWise does carry out pre-fire season burning and manual fuel reduction in and around the communities  where we work, using the limited 

budget that we have available, in collaboration with the local Working on Fire teams and local authorities.   Community  fire management  planning 

takes place very early, well before the season, as there is always a limited period in which to carry out the work.  Prescribed burning in our 

Matatiele project area is planned for June.  

Last season, using combined  WoF, FireWise and Kishugu funds, we put in place a 64 KM  demonstration open- ended firebreak  to illustrate the 

value and cost effectiveness of such.  We do not have the funds to repeat the exercise, but had hoped that this would be picked up by local 

stakeholders as an effective way forward to protect grazing lands and mountain communities across the length of the Maluti’s.   We are still willing 

to co-ordinate such an approach if funds can be found. The longer the length, the more cost effective the break, as the helicopter ferry costs to 

Matatiele are substantial.  

FireWise Training. 

We have indicated willingness on numerous occasions to carry out 2 day FireWise Train the Trainer courses for supervisors and stakeholders.   

There is a cost to doing this and we have also indicated on numerous occasions that stakeholders will need to cover these costs as DEA budget 

allocations do not allow for such.   The cost of training and material is between R3000-4000 per person per two day course. This includes venue 

and lunches but does not include accommodation of trainees.  The course is specifically targeted at individuals that will interact with communities 

and train others in FireWise concepts, using materials supplied.  It includes an on -site mentoring process for trainees through their first couple of 

practical community sessions, so as to ensure that they are practicing and fully understand the different modules and concepts.  The maximum 

number of trainees per train the trainer workshop is 25.  We encourage stakeholders to make use of the training modules as the methodology is 

proven.  A critical success factor is community buy –in. Our experience around the globe has shown that this is generally not achieved if the fire 

prevention work undertaken is the random distribution of awareness and education materials alone.  

AFIS  An AFIS terminal is being installed within the FireWise office in Matatiele, funded as a sub-project of the GEF FynbosFire project.  It will 

serve a duel purpose in terms of fire alerts and data management.  It is co-funded by Kishugu NPC.   The rationale behind GEF involvement is to 

test some of the systems and tools developed using GEF FynbosFire funding and to explore their value and usefulness in other biomes  across 

the country, to assist with land management, fire management and sustainable FPA management.  

Kishugu Group/Working on Fire 

Working on Fire is a national, multi-stakeholder programme carrying out integrated fire management practice in fire prone areas, funded primarily 

by the DEA Environmental Management directorate, supported by other government and private sector partners and managed by the Kishugu 

Group.   The programme has very clear mandates and budgets. Area management is devolved toWoF Provincial General Managers. The Eastern 

Cape provincial office is in Stutterheim.    The entire UCPP area will have an allocation of firefighting resources, from Port St Johns up to 

Ongeluksnek.     

Working on Fire ground firefighting teams are based with partners. This is key to efficient operation.  They are there to support integrated fire 

management activities - this includes prevention, protection, pre-suppression and suppression.   Each area works to an annual plan of operation 

developed in conjunction with the local partner.   Mobilization of any WoF resource, ground or air follows strict protocols.  This is because 

firefighting is inherently dangerous work and safety of personnel is paramount.  

WoF resources in the UCPP area are the following; Port St. Johns Silaka reserve, Lusikisiki, Mkabati reserve, Fort Donald, Kokstad (Natal Team), 

Matatiele and Ongeluksnek reserve. All these teams are linked to a dedicated Base Partner who has the full use of the team. In cases of extreme 

emergency, the teams can be used in other places, but only with the permission of the Base Partner and at a cost.  

Teams are fully equipped for veld and forest fire fighting. Some teams have WoF vehicles but generally rely on the Base Partner for transport. 

Team strength varies from 18 to 23, depending on its base and the fire risk, in the area.  

WoF teams are not first attack teams, but are called in to assist with wild fire control.  


